Seito Kitchen Display System (Seito KDS) is a complete, integrated kitchen display solution that can help you increase the speed, accuracy and productivity of your kitchen. Customer order information is displayed on a touch screen monitor so that all of your kitchen staff can view order status at a glance and manage orders by touching the monitor.

Kitchen display screens can also give you the added benefit of reducing or eliminating your need for kitchen printers, saving you the cost of paper and ribbons.

With Seito KDS your kitchen staff will operate at high performance through accurate information and better timing.

**Key Features and Benefits Include:**

- Supports touch screen operation
- Works without kitchen printers
- Supports up to 999 kitchen monitors in an outlet
- Different displayed colours for different orders: dine-in, take-away etc.
- Automatic colour change on order to alert order preparation time due
- Recalls bumped orders
- Backup printing to designated printers when failure
- Views summary of orders
- Delays orders when necessary, e.g. more production time required
- Saving valuable kitchen space by mounting the touch screen on the wall easily
- Saving costs of paper and ribbons
- Flexible setup of KDS and eliminating the possibility of misplacing or ruining kitchen printouts
- Minimizing order preparation errors and increasing order accuracy
- Reducing missing orders and improving food delivery efficiency
- Easily views previous bumped orders to verify accuracy
- Ensuring smooth kitchen operations
- Enhancing efficiency and speed of service
- Improving communication between kitchen staff